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As we approach 2022, with hope for brighter times to come, we would like to
extend our heartfelt thanks to all our amazing supporters. We could not carry
out our vital work supporting unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children and
Refugees aged 16-18 years without you.
We are proud to announce that in May 2021, in response to a growing
need for our services, we opened a second residential therapeutic home
in Eastbourne. We are now able to accommodate a total of 14 young
people. Our development and expansion, funded by the generous
donations of the loyal Trusts and Foundations who support us, was in
response to the findings of our 2020 Evaluation Report and the growing
amount of arrivals in the South East.

Development
The strategic development of Enthum House will support our plans of
longer-term sustainability and increase our ability to extend our reach
and impact. This means that not only have we grown our community
inside the house, but through the establishment of our mentoring
programme we are able to include our alumni of past residents to
share their experience and knowledge to support current residents.

Enthum House Mentoring Programme
Our mentors offer mutual beneficial
experiences, guidance and opportunities in a
structured process supporting young people
through their life transition when first arriving
in the UK. They all have lived experiences and
come from similar cultural backgrounds as our
young people, which is critical to our mission to
support community building and integration.
In September 2021 we trained up three
mentors as part of our mentoring pilot
project in partnership with Diversity Resource
International’s Dr. Yaa Asare and consultation
with A Band of Brothers. Yaa’s background
is in community development with migrant
communities. She has long been involved in
devising curriculum resources for schools,
supporting teachers and students to explore
cultural diversity through imaginative and
connected ways. A Band of Brothers are an
award winning charity helping young men grow
and develop, improving their lives and the
communities they live in.
Our mentors act as role models, through their
skills and as solid friends, offering confidence
building, practical support, solution finding and
future focussed decision making within the

framework of person-centred mentor support
plans during 1-2 hour weekly sessions for up to
3 months. Mentors:

Manage the relationship
Encourage
Nurture
Teach
Offer mutual respect
Respond to the young person’s needs
Supporting young
refugees to become
paid mentors
“I came to Enthum House three years
ago, with not one word of English scared
and not understanding anything about
this country. Now I have my papers,
live independently and work as one of
Enthum’s mentors… When I can help
people I feel so happy and it’s my best
time. We can all do something to make
someone else happier”
PM, EH resident Nov 18 – Jan 20.
PM now has his 5 years
Leave to Remain.

“We have started piloting
Outreach support from Enthum
In May 2021 we started an outreach programme for
House for our young people for their
18+ care leavers, some with refugee status and
move into unsupported independent
some who are still seeking asylum. This outreach
accommodation. Ellen has worked hard to
programme began with just three young people
engage with some of our more difficult to reach
and has quickly expanded to fifteen.
young people and has been developing good
working relationships with the young people who
Feedback from Ellen our Outreach
have been referred for outreach support. Young
Supporter:
people have commented positively on the impact
Some examples of progress I have seen with
of the Outreach work and the staff team have said
the young people is:
they have found the Outreach work has enabled
• Being able to make appointments by
them to focus on other aspects of the young
themselves.
person’s needs which they would otherwise
• Attendance at college improvement
have been unable to achieve.”
• Confidence visibly growing
Commissioner
• Evidence they are feeling more in control of what
ESCC UASC Placements
they want and finding ways of achieving their goals
• Adjusting to UK culture and gaining an understanding
of different cultures/religions/sexualities. (This is one
of the hardest, but a really important one.)

Outreach programme

“My Social Worker
doesn’t have much time
and Ellen (Outreach
Supporter) helps me so much.
Life isdifficult when you are
19, learning English, writing,
reading. It’s not easy and it
makes me very happy when
I meet Ellen.”

		Of the 19 young people who have lived at
Enthum House in the last 18 months:

9 have had their Substantive Home Office Interviews
4 have been granted 5 years Leave to Remain
6 have gone on to live independently
11 remain living at Enthum across the two houses
1 went missing, we sadly presume back to their traffickers

Young Person, Hastings

Case studies
“I’m A and I’m taking a
degree in Biomedical sciences
at Roehampton University.
Since I left Enthum House, I tried to deliver
Enthum my support by helping their volunteer
coordinator, joining their trustee meetings as a
young person advisor, help with fundraising and
supporting with some asylum cases.
I also work with Blagrave Trust on a Youth Project
working together on a panel with six young people
to recognise the best application for funding.”
“I saw staff dealing with stressful situations. Now
when I see stressful situations I do the same
as they did, I just copy them. And it makes
it better, and me more confident.”
AP past resident Enthum House

In December 2020 we conducted an
extensive questionnaire with previous
residents about their experiences after
leaving Enthum House. We used the feedback
gathered to inform the learning of our
organisation and adapt our service to young
people’s needs.

Bridging support
Falling one week short of being eligible for
Care Leaver status, one of our young people
was recently moved into temporary Home
Office accommodation.
Fortunately, we were able to provide six
weeks mentoring, education support and
advocacy to help him to safely settle, access
college and recourse to public funds. By filling
obvious statutory system gaps, together we
made a true difference to this young person’s
mental health and independence.

Measuring outcomes
We focus on supporting
independent life skills at
Enthum House including money
management, people & support
networks, physical and mental
health, education, activities and
work and understanding life in
the UK.
The Planning Star measurement
tool shows a positive
improvement over 18 months
in seven of the eight areas for those young people who participated. At initial assessment, areas
highlighted as needing particular attention included ‘Where you live’, ‘How you feel’ and ‘People
and support’. At the end of the 12-month period, all of these young people showed a positive
improvement in these areas.

Education
All of our Young People attend English classes at local
colleges as well as our in-house English classes. Three
of them are studying English and Maths at GCSE
level. One of our past residents started University this
September to study Biomedical sciences.

Covid
The pandemic has had a significant impact on our
service, most significantly in terms of the stress and
strain on staff and young people’s mental health. We
are committed to providing regular clinical supervision
and support for our staff as well as therapeutic
interventions for young people with grants received
from our funders.

Thanks to:
On behalf of our Chair, Trustees,
Directors, Staff Team and Young
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Susila Dharma International
Susila Dharma Netherlands
Sussex Community Foundation Trust
Swan Mountain Trust
The Breslaff Centre
The Percy Bilton Charity
Tunstall Jubilee Foundation

for more information contact
info@enthumfoundation.org
www.enthumfoundation.org
Charity registration number 1135493

In September
2021, seven of our
young people and members
of our staff team participated
in running the 10k Brighton
Marathon. Some of
them now have the
marathon bug!

